Workplace
Management
Protect Your People. Manage Your Operations.

Make your workplace a safer and more efficient environment.
With workplace management solutions [powered by CloudGate], you’re able to develop and
execute your return-to-work strategy, optimize your space, and automate processes to
reduce risks and create operational efficiencies. Your workplace becomes safer for visitors,
employees, and contractors, while helping your business run and operate more efficiently.

Challenges

Benefits

Long wait times for visitors

Quick and smooth visitor experience

High costs to staff entrances

Save on costs by reducing work hours
with automated processes

Manual / cumbersome processes

Eliminate the need for paper and digitize
the check-in and reservation experience

Meeting compliance requirements

Streamline and automate operations
and provide an audit trail

Ability to support a hybrid work
model

Keep a consistent record of who is onsite
and easily plan for office visits

“While this shift resulted from new safety protocols and
regulations related to COVID-19, it will no doubt have a
lasting impact on the way organizations view and use
security for the foreseeable future.”
-Deborah Wintner, Global VP of HR, STANLEY Security

For more information on which STANLEY system is best suited for
your business, visit www.stanleysecurity.com.
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Workplace
Management
Connect insights with security
through an integrated, scalable,
and flexible platform.
With an integrated and automated workplace management solution, you can help
enhance both employee and customer experiences. And by integrating workplace
management with your existing access control and identity systems, you can avoid costly

rip and replace activities and ultimately keep those entering and exiting your facility safer.

• Visitor Management: Easily manage
who enters and leaves your building
with automation. Say goodbye to
those long wait times for your
visitors and provide a better
experience.
• Screening Solutions: Provide a safer
and healthier workplace with health
attestations, temperature
screenings, touchless check-in
processes, and contact tracing.
• Workspace Reservation: Create a
better hybrid work experience for
your employees with room and desk
reservations.

For more information on which STANLEY system is best suited for
your business, visit www.stanleysecurity.com.
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